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Introducing Christian Doctrine 2001-04

an enhanced version of a classic undergraduate text

Christian Theology 1998-08

a new edition of leading theologian millard erickson s classic text
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Who's Tampering with the Trinity? 2009

there are few beliefs more essential to christianity than that of the trinity millard erickson seeks to provide a lucid and judicious
answer to the question is jesus eternally subordinate to the father or is jesus equal with the father in addition to providing rigorous
theological analysis of that question erickson exposes flaws in familial implications derived from the trinity this increasingly debated
topic has finally received a thorough careful and objective treatment

The Word Became Flesh 1996-02-01

a respected author offers this detailed well documented exploration of the person of christ that is accessible for laypersons and
stimulating for academics top notch reading

New Dimensions in Evangelical Thought 1998

assessing the status of evangelical theology at the turn of the century a team of 26 scholars including alister e mcgrath clark
pinnock wolfhart pannenberg and stanley grenz honor millard j erickson with this volume edited by david s dockery

The Concise Dictionary of Christian Theology 2001

the second edition of this theologian s companion seeks to bring the original dictionary up to date by supplementing it with pertinent
ideas and persons from the past 15 years the emphasis remains though upon the historical figures and movements of the first 19 centuries
of the christian era the clear succinct definitions of this must have resource provide every student of theology whether a beginner or
seasoned learner with the groundwork they ll need in their quest for understanding

The Living God 1973

la tercera edici�n ahora revisada minuciosamente este compendio del cl�sico de millard erickson teolog�a cristiana ofrece una visi�n
general de las doctrinas de la revelaci�n dios la creaci�n la providencia la humanidad el pecado jesucristo la expiaci�n y la salvaci�n
la iglesia y la escatolog�a la tercera edici�n ahora revisada minuciosamente de principio a fin incorpora los comentarios de
catedr�ticos estudiantes y refleja las conversaciones teol�gicas actuales con material a�adido sobre la expiaci�n la justificaci�n y
la presciencia divina erickson comienza explicando qu� es la teolog�a y luego avanza por las doctrinas de la revelaci�n dios la
creaci�n y la providencia la humanidad el pecado jesucristo el esp�ritu santo la expiaci�n y la salvaci�n la iglesia y la escatolog�a
esta segunda edici�n a�ade ayudas pedag�gicas incluye un cap�tulo sobre la posmodernidad y presenta el cap�tulo pertinente de
teolog�a cristiana contemporizadora del mensaje evang�lico leading evangelical scholar millard erickson offers a new edition of his
bestselling doctrine text over 100 000 copies sold now thoroughly revised throughout this book is an abridged less technical version
of erickson s classic christian theology pastors and students alike will find this survey of christian theology and doctrine to be
biblical contemporary moderate and fair to various positions it is a practical and accessible resource that applies doctrine to
christian life and ministry this book is supplemented with helpful web materials for students and professors through baker academic s
textbook esources

Doctrina Cristiana - 3a Edici�n (Introducing Christian Doctrine - 3rd Edition) 2023-05

in god the father almighty erickson develops a sturdy exposition of the doctrine of god he interacts with criticism brought against the
traditional view of god and offers a fresh analysis of the attributes of god in light of scripture and the contemporary scene god the
father almighty is a companion volume to erickson s other theological monographs god in three persons and the word became flesh

God the Father Almighty 1998-03-01

a life lived and laid down for friends reflects on the iconoclastic life and ministry of jesus of nazareth from the riches in the rags story
of the nativity to his compassion moved sacrifice to save his disciples this book reflects on jesus as first and foremost a spiritual
teacher who embodied compassion pastor and author don erickson shows how the humility embodied by society s most vulnerable was
for jesus the benchmark for inclusion in god s kingdom the book also looks at jesus approach to religious pluralism a reality he
experienced in ancient palestine under roman rule it was an approach that evidenced jesus pointing to expressions of compassion rather
than to mere faith in addition the book examines the story of jesus crucifixion and resurrection offering a view that both asserts the
centrality of the passion and bases it in historical context that avoids universalizing the story away the crucifixion itself is shown
to be a portrait of embodied representative compassion that is salvific in its reach inspired by the powerful teachings of liberation



theology as well as a buddhist influenced approach to the gospels a life lived and laid down for friends gives a fresh poignant portrait
of jesus that defies trump america s resistance to jesus radically compassionate life and teaching

A Life Lived and Laid Down for Friends 2019-08-06

searching for absolutes in a postmodern world in this postmodern age truth especially religious or moral truth is widely criticized and
constantly challenged yet perhaps more important than ever it was this realization that led james emery white to examine the concepts
of truth as held by five twentieth century theologians cornelius van til millard j erickson francis a schaeffer donald g bloesch carl f h
henry

What Is Truth? 2006-09-01

this user friendly guide by a noted biblical scholar explores three crucial questions that often pose difficulty for those seeking to
understand the doctrine of the trinity

Making Sense of the Trinity (Three Crucial Questions) 2000-05-01

does god know the future or is the future unknowable to even god open theists believe the search for biblical answers will spark a new
revolution are they right arguing that god interacts with his creatures spontaneously the controversial new movement known as open
theism has called classic church theology up for reexamination confronting this view classic theists maintain that god has complete
foreknowledge and that open theist arguments are unorthodox each view has implications for our vision of the future and of god s
dealings with humanity

Concise Dictionary of Christian Theology 1994

when handling the things of god our method matters everyone who thinks about god has a method for approaching the subject whether
they recognize it or not a theological method addresses foundational questions such as what is theology how should we approach
scripture what is the role of tradition philosophy and experience how do we use theology in ministering to others these questions are
vital for anyone studying god and his word how one defines theology sees its task and uses its sources will shape one s doctrine for
better or worse in the method of christian theology rhyne putman guides readers through the essential first words of systematic
theology written for entry level theology students this book provides clear guidance for using theological sources reasoning through
difficult questions and applying theological reflection in paper writing and preaching by studying the foundations of theology readers
will be better equipped to serve god s people in whatever ministry they are called to

What Does God Know and When Does He Know It? 2009-08-30

it s hard to be the only one that single sentence from a teenage congregant sums up the conviction that motivated christian theology
for a secular society in these dying days of christendom the reality that most western christians face is living out their faith as a
minority in the midst of a culture that is at every level personal institutional and societal secular in nature while most living in
western societies still affirm belief in god and often other vaguely recognizable christian beliefs these affirmations frequently have
little to do with how daily life is lived the idea that the god best known to us in jesus christ is actually in charge of life is foreign for
most christianity simply does not form an overarching system of meaning that shapes life instead life is lived largely without reference
to god and to live any other way is often hard in this volume mark mckim sets out to do theology in this context how does one explain
the core historic christian doctrines in a way that makes sense in a secular culture and in a way that will gain a hearing what does it
mean to be the church in this new situation throughout mckim asks the question so what as he relates christian teachings to a secular
society and to what is actually happening in the local church mckim s goal is to enable the singing of the lord s song in the new and
strange land of a secular society

The Method of Christian Theology 2021-05-15

while most people today say they believe in god and treat him deferentially observes the author he is not a vital force in their lives in
this volume a highly acclaimed theologian explores the difference god makes in our everyday lives millard erickson identifies the problems
we all face in our contemporary society and he shows how god s character provides the solution to these problems he addresses issues
such as change relativism evil and depersonalization the result is a lively book brimming with hope and encouragement ideal for adult
bible study groups this book is complemented by thought provoking study questions and a teacher s guide

Christian Theology for a Secular Society 2008-01-01

the trinity is the least understood and most important concept in the church yet many would just as soon jettison it in the interest of
ecumenical unity god in three persons defends the significance of a trinitarian definition and explains it in understandable terms

Does It Matter If God Exists? 1996

teolog�a sistem�tica de millard j erickson se ha convertido en un libro de referencia sobre el pensamiento cristiano evang�lico en ella
erickson explica entre otros los diferentes posicionamientos sobre c�mo entender a dios jes�s y el esp�ritu santo y sobre temas como el
pecado y la salvaci�n



God in Three Persons 1995

in what sense is god one how can those who worship jesus christ his father and the holy spirit claim to be monotheists these questions
were answered by the early church and their answering analogies models and language have come down to the churchtoday however
theology is not stagnant and the twentieth century has seen several new models of the trinity emerge many of these models have
focused on the three persons without adequately considering the consequences for the unity of god the one god seeks to develop an
understanding of the unity of the triune god by examining the positions put forward by karl rahner millard erickson john zizioulas and
wolfhart pannenberg after carefully presenting and critically examining each of these positions this book offers a synthesis an
understanding of the unity of god that is historically informed theologically adequate internally coherent and able to explain
christian monotheism in a new century by affirming both the singular divine essence of god and the genuine eternal interdependence of
distinct divine persons in god the one god affirms the personal and the natural levels of ontology both crucial for understanding god
humanity and the world

Teolog�a Sistem�tica 2009-07

leading evangelical scholar millard erickson offers a new edition of his bestselling doctrine text over 100 000 copies sold now
thoroughly revised throughout this book is an abridged less technical version of erickson s classic christian theology pastors and
students alike will find this survey of christian theology and doctrine to be biblical contemporary moderate and fair to various
positions it is a practical and accessible resource that applies doctrine to christian life and ministry this book is supplemented with
helpful web materials for students and professors through baker academic s textbook esources

The One God 2011-07-28

there are few beliefs more essential to christianity than that of the trinity millard erickson seeks to provide a lucid and judicious
answer to the question is jesus eternally subordinate to the father or is jesus equal with the father in addition to providing rigorous
theological analysis of that question erickson exposes flaws in familial implications derived from the trinity this increasingly debated
topic has finally received a thorough careful and objective treatment

Introducing Christian Doctrine 2015-08-11

the formation of christian doctrine is an advanced academic study of how christian doctrine develops distinguishing in particular
between scholarly term inventio and less revelatory process of invention

Who's Tampering with the Trinity? 2009

unique for its breadth in studying theologians not only from europe and north america but also from latin america asia and africa this
landmark volume introduces the doctrine of the trinity examining the work and thought of contemporary theologians throughout the
world veli matti karkkainen provides an overview of the biblical roots of the doctrine discussing both the idea of plurality in god in the
old testament and the rise of trinitarian understandings in the new testament he details the historical growth of trinitarian traditions
and delves into specific theologies both western and non western also including both an introductory consideration of the doctrine s
significance and a concluding assessment and agenda for future thought karkkainen sthe trinityis the broadest and most comprehensive
contemporary study on the trinity available

The Formation of Christian Doctrine 2007

holiness is experiencing a renaissance both within and beyond the church today based on years of conversations with students this
approachable theological introduction to the christian doctrine of holiness challenges the commonly held idea that holiness is primarily
a moral category the author explains that holiness is grounded not in ethics but in the basic nature of god it is essentially and
exclusively a divine property the book highlights the bible s necessary and corrective role in defining holiness and shows how individual
holiness is grounded in the community that is the church catholic

The Trinity 2007-01-01

a 2002 christianity today book of the year postmodernism the term slowly filtered into our vocabularies about three decades ago and
now permeates most discussions of the humanities those who tout the promises and perils of this twentieth century intellectual
movement have filled many a bookshelf and in a previous book postmodernizing the faith evangelical responses to the challenge of
postmodernism millard j erickson provided his own summary of several evangelical responses both positive and negative to the movement
now in this book erickson offers his own promised in depth analysis and constructive response what are the intellectual roots of
postmodernism who are its most prominent exponents what can we learn from their critique of modernism where do their assumptions and
analyses fail us where do we go from here what might a post postmodernism look like erickson addresses these issues with characteristic
discernment clarity and evenhandedness neither dismissing the insights of postmodern thought nor succumbing uncritically to its allure
an important book for all who are concerned with commending christian truth to the culture within which we live

Rethinking Holiness 2017-03-14

in ephraim radner hosean wilderness and the church in the post christendom west erickson offers an interpretation and constructive
intervention of ephraim radner s oeuvre through a theological interpretation of hosea she concludes that a poetic eschatological
posture should dictate the church s shape today



Truth or Consequences 2009-09-20

this straightforward handbook shows readers how god can set a new course for their lives mike flynn and doug gregg take an approach
to inner healing that stresses the principles and models provided by scripture while correcting common myths and misunderstandings and
they offer readers all the necessary tools for embarking on their own healing journey 192 pages paper

Salvation 1978

a seasoned theologian and homiletician join hands to show pastors how to preach doctrinally rich sermons in an engaging manner

Ephraim Radner, Hosean Wilderness, and the Church in the Post-Christendom West
2020-03-23

this book covers a broad spectrum of current perspectives in theology including evangelical liberal liberationist feminist and
postmodern approaches a textbook for introductory theology classes in seminaries and colleges this wide ranging collection of essays
also represents the best available resource for any reader seeking to explore and understand the diversity of current trends in theology
and ethics

Doing Theology with Huck & Jim 1993

the community of evangelicals sometimes seems so broad as to defy definition but theological conservatism has been one consistent
marker now says theologian roger olson postconservatism is moving beyond conventional battles against liberalism and heresy to
posit a dynamic and realistic approach while conservatives strive to preserve tradition and protect orthodoxy postconservatives
urge openness to doctrinal reform without abandoning orthodoxy where differences exist between doctrine and scripture doctrine must
be brought into conformity with the word postconservatives want to free evangelical theology from its paradoxical captivity to
rationalism and its obsession with facts so that it may recognize truth in experience and personal knowledge theologians pastors
seminarians and serious thinkers will find many depths to plumb in this exhaustive survey of critics advocates and fellow travelers on
the evangelical journey

Old Wine in New Wineskins 1997

this reliable and highly readable textbook provides comprehensive coverage of core christian beliefs from an evangelical perspective
developed from the author s popular introductory course on christian doctrine the book rests firmly on biblical foundations while also
providing a balanced discussion of areas where evangelicals disagree as with other books in spck s exploring series the text will be
accompanied by essay topics and suggestions for further reading at the end of each chapter

Introduction to Christian Theology 1998-01-01

a global survey of interpretations of god in scripture christian history and contemporary theology with a focus on key god talk
issues of the day

Reformed and Always Reforming (Acadia Studies in Bible and Theology) 2007-10-01

in this book wilfried hrle so distills protestant christian teaching as to bring fresh insight both to new students and to experienced
readers of systematic theology outline of christian doctrine however is not merely a translation of hrle s classic german text
nicholas sagovsky has also entirely adapted the original work to the needs and resources of english speaking readers biblically rooted
contextually sensitive alert to philosophical issues and relevant with respect to debates about the world as we know it today hrle s
outline of christian doctrine an evangelical dogmatics is an ideal contemporary theology book for both class use and individual study

Exploring Christian Doctrine 2013-11-21

seasoned apologist examines seven truth claims that have transformed the church and turned the world upside down

The Doctrine of God 2004-08

this title offers a comprehensive analysis of baptist theology embracing in one common trajectory the major baptist confessions of faith
the major baptist theologians and the principal baptist theological movements and controversies this book spans four centuries of
baptist doctrinal history acknowledging first the pre 1609 roots patristic medieval and reformational of baptist theology it examines
the arminian versus calvinist issues that were first expressed by the general baptists and the particular baptists that dominated english
and american baptist theology during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries from helwys and smyth and from bunyan and kiffin to gill
fuller backus and boyce and that were quickened by the awakenings and the missionary movement concurrently there were the baptist
defense of the baptist distinctives vis a vis the pedobaptist world and the unfolding of a strong baptist confessional tradition then
during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries the liberal versus evangelical issues became dominant with hovey strong rauschenbusch and
henry in the north and mullins conner hobbs and criswell in the south even as a distinctive baptist landmarkism developed the discipline of
biblical theology was practiced and a structured ecumenism was pursued missiology both impacted baptist theology and took it to all
the continents where it became increasingly indigenous conscious that baptists belong to the free churches and to the believers churches
a new generation of baptist theologians at the advent of the twenty first century appears somewhat more calvinist than arminian and
decidedly more evangelical than liberal



Outline of Christian Doctrine 2015-04-14

recent barna research indicates that less than one in ten evangelical christians hold a biblical worldview a world of difference seeks to
change this disturbing fact by educating readers on how the christian perspective is uniquely reasonable verifiable and liveable author
kenneth richard samples faced a profound test of his own belief system during a personal life and death crisis in a world of difference he
uses nine distinct tests to compare the christian worldview with current religious and philosophical competitors including islam
postmodernism naturalism and pantheistic monism samples tackles tough issues through this in depth study of christianity s history
creed and philosophical basis an excellent resource for readers who want their view of life and the world to make sense

7 Truths That Changed the World 2012-05

Baptist Theology 2009

Systematic Theology, Volume 2, Second Edition 2014-09-14

A World of Difference (Reasons to Believe) 2007-09-01
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